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Issue Description Date Time Duration Description of Segment 

Health 10/16/20 12:00 CT 57 minutes "The Doctor is in" with Dr. Ray Guarendi, a clinical psychologist, answers listeners' questions on life, family, marriage and children. Dr. Ray answers calls from 

    listeners. 

Health 010/28/20 12:00 CT 57 minutes 
"The Doctor is in" with Dr. Ray Guarendi, a clinical psychologist, answers listeners' questions on life, family, marriage and children.     

Health 11/06/20 12:00 CT 57 minutes "The Doctor is in" with Dr. Ray Guarendi, a clinical psychologist, answers listeners' calls on life, family, marriage and children. Dr Ray discusses family, marriage 

    and relationships. 

Health 11/25/20 12:00 CT 57 minutes "The Doctor is in" with Dr. Ray Guarendi, a clinical psychologist, answers listeners' calls on life, family, marriage and children. Dr Ray discusses family, marriage 

    and relationships. 

Health 12/9/20 12:00 CT 57 minutes "The Doctor is in" with Dr. Ray Guarendi, a clinical psychologist, answers listeners' calls on life, family, marriage and children. Dr Ray discusses family, marriage 

    and relationships. 

Health 12/21/20 12:00 CT 57 minutes "The Doctor is in" with Dr. Ray Guarendi, a clinical psychologist, answers listeners' calls on life, family, marriage and children. Dr Ray discusses family, marriage 

    and relationships. 

Educational 10/16/20 13:00 CT 60 minutes 

"Called to Communion" with Dr Anders. A call in show that asks "What is stopping you from becoming a Catholic?" Dr Anders takes calls from non-Catholics.     

Educational 10/28/20 13:00 CT 60 minutes 

"Called to Communion" with Dr Anders. A call in show that asks "What is stopping you from becoming a Catholic?" Dr Anders takes calls from non-Catholics.     

Educational 11/06/20 13:00 CT 60 minutes 

"Called to Communion" with Dr Anders. A call in show that asks "What is stopping you from becoming a Catholic?" Dr Anders takes calls from non-Catholics.     

Educational 11/25/20 13:00 CT 60 minutes 

"Called to Communion" with Dr Anders. A call in show that asks "What is stopping you from becoming a Catholic?" Dr Anders takes calls from non-Catholics.     

Educational 12/9/20 13:00 CT 60 minutes 

"Called to Communion" with Dr Anders. A call in show that asks "What is stopping you from becoming a Catholic?" Dr Anders takes calls from non-Catholics.     

Educational 12/21/20 13:00 CT 60 minutes 

"Called to Communion" with Dr Anders. A call in show that asks "What is stopping you from becoming a Catholic?" Dr Anders takes calls from non-Catholics.     



 

Women's Interests 10/16/20 10:00 CT 54 minutes 
"Women of Grace" with Johnnette Benkovic is a live, call in program covering current events and special interests for women. She informs, instructs and inspires     

    listeners with the truth of the Catholic faith. Johnnette takes live calls. 

Women's Interests 10/28/20 10:00 CT 54 minutes 
"Women of Grace" with Johnnette Benkovic is a live, call in program covering current events and special interests for women. She informs, instructs and inspires     

    listeners with the truth of the Catholic faith. Johnnette takes live calls. 

Women's Interests 11/06/20 10:00 CT 54 minutes 
"Women of Grace" with Johnnette Benkovic is a live, call in program covering current events and special interests for women. She informs, instructs and inspires 

listeners with the truth of the Catholic faith.     

Women's Interests 11/25/20 10:00 CT 54 minutes 
"Women of Grace" with Johnnette Benkovic is a live, call in program covering current events and special interests for women. She informs, instructs and inspires 

listeners with the truth of the Catholic faith from a feminine perspective.     

 
 

 

Women's Interests 12/9/20 10:00 CT 54 minutes 
"Women of Grace" with Johnnette Benkovic is a live, call in program covering current events and special interests for women. She informs, instructs and inspires 

listeners with the truth of the Catholic faith from a feminine perspective.     

 
 

 

Women's Interests 12/21/20 10:00 CT 54 minutes 
"Women of Grace" with Johnnette Benkovic is a live, call in program covering current events and special interests for women. She informs, instructs and inspires 

listeners with the truth of the Catholic faith from a feminine perspective.     

Public Interests 10/16/20 8:00 CT 58 minutes 
"Catholic Connection" with Teresa Tomeo is a live, call in show. Teresa discusses news and current events with relevant guests. Topics include: 

Fr. John Riccardo chats with Teresa about the upcoming Divine Mercy Sunday. 

     

     

Public Interests 10/28/20 8:00 CT 58 minutes 
 

"Catholic Connection" with Teresa Tomeo is a live, call in show. Teresa discusses news and current events with relevant guests. Today's guests and topics: 
Teresa and her guests share their Catholic perspective on the day’s news and newsmakers. 

 
 
 

    

     

    "Catholic Connection" with Teresa Tomeo is a live, call in show. Teresa discusses news and current events with relevant guests. 

Public Interests 11/06/20 8:00 CT 58 minutes 
              Fr. Chris Alar shares information on the Divine Mercy webinar and National Day of Prayer. 

 

     

    "Catholic Connection" with Teresa Tomeo is a live, call in show. Teresa discusses news and current events with relevent guests.  

Public Interests 11/25/20 8:00 CT 58 minutes               Teresa and her guests share their Catholic perspective on the day’s news and newsmakers 

     

    "Catholic Connection" with Teresa Tomeo is a live, call in show. Teresa discusses news and current events with relevent guests. 

Public Interests 12/9/20 8:00 CT 58 minutes               Teresa and her guests share their Catholic perspective on the day’s news and newsmakers 

     



Public Interests 12/21/20 8:00 CT 58 minutes 
"Catholic Connection" with Teresa Tomeo is a live, call in show. Teresa discusses news and current events with relevent guests.  

              Teresa and her guests share their Catholic perspective on the day’s news and newsmakers      


